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Introduction to System Dynamics: 
Modeling a Policing Challenge

Kim Warren

Get these slides .. sdl.re/PolicingDemo

http://www.strategydynamics.com/
http://sdl.re/PolicingDemo


Demonstrate creating a simple system dynamics model

… and share a resulting model (public policy case)

Specify Agile SD and why it works

Point to other useful resources



What is System Dynamics?

The use of quantified simulation models to understand and manage
issues that feature complex behaviour arising from stock-
accumulation and feedback

… which occur just about everywhere!

… and spreadsheets and regression methods cannot 
handle

Very widely applied – business, environment, defence, healthcare, 
transport, economics ….
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Common features of performance challenges



Example … reducing offences on London Transport 

British Transport Police want to reduce offences of a particular type

3 years ago, estimated that about 5% of offences were reported

Last 3 years, reported offences rose from ~150/quarter to ~300

Offenders commit about 10 offences/quarter

Strategy followed was … 

… to raise public confidence that offences are taken seriously

… to put victims at the centre of the process

… to equip officers to detect and deter the offences



Go to www.Sysdea.com

Click .Try Now For Free.. and 
create an account (free for 1 
month: then models are retained 
and can be re-activated)

Full video User Guide play-list at 

sdl.re/sygfull

http://www.sysdea.com/
http://sdl.re/sygfull


In Sysdea’s Dash, click New Model

Enter your choice of name

Click ‘Create’ - the empty 
model opens …

Policing to cut offences



Set up the time-scale … 

1. Click Settings to open 
the Time options

2. Change the End time to 
24 (time 0 to 12 is history, 
time 13-24 is the future)

3. Click on the workspace 
to close the Settings



Principle 1 : Our aim is to change performance over time



Add a Variable for the problem-item we want to change …

1. Right-click on the 
workspace to open the 

add-objects window

2. Click ‘Add Variable’

or ... simply hit the ‘V’ 
key on your keyboard !

The item’s name .. will 
be used by other items 
to calculate their values

The item’s current 
calculated value at time-24
(the End-time by default)

A small chart that will 
show how the item’s value 
changes over time

… a Variable-object appears …



Set up the Variable and its changing values

1. Click the Variable-object 
to open its ‘inspector’

2. Enter its name .. any 
characters except “

… and an optional text-
stub, not part of the name

3. Change the Max chart 
value to 3000

4. Click-hold-drag the pointer to ‘sketch’ a 
time-chart – about 2500 at first, then 

falling to about 500
(It is common to show historic values up to 

‘now’ and desired values for the future).

5. Add a note about the item –
documentation is vital!

Ctrl-Z undoes any number of steps 
Ctrl-Y re-does any number of steps



Check out the Variable’s sketched and simulated values …
There is no Formula, so the Variable 

cannot calculate its simulated values 1. Click the Table-view tab 
to see the item’s values

There is a red, sketched chart 
hidden by the blue Simulated chart

2. Click the gear-tab to return 
to the item’s Settings

The Variable assumes its 
simulated values match the 

values you sketched

You can also Paste values 
into the sketched time-series



Offences are caused by a “stock” of offenders

$5015

new offenders 
start per quarter

offenders

150 last quarter



125 this quarter

$5040

offenders caught or 
give up per quarter

Total offences 
per quarter 
3000➔2750offences per offender 

20➔22

… and this continues throughout time
This asset-stock behaviour is an absolute truth, not a theory, opinion or statistical finding. 
“Stocks” are unique factors that always drive behaviour in any system – see sdl.re/LIPstock. 

A resource 
“asset-stock”

A resource flow-rate 
changing the asset-stock

A performance 
outcome that depends 
on the “asset-stock”

http://sdl.re/LIPstock


Principle 1 : Our aim is to change performance over time

Principle 2 : Stocks drive performance at all times



Add a Stock for the population of offenders …

3. Move the pointer here, 
then hit the ‘S’ key to 

add a Stock-object

1. Click-drag the Variable 
down and right to make 
space at top left

2. Click-pull its mini-
chart to enlarge it

4. Name the Stock 
as  Offenders

5. Give the Stock a 
Formula value of 150

6. .. and add a note 
about the Stock … the Stock gets a constant 

Simulated value of 150



Add offending frequency of offenders …

1. Hit ‘V’ to add a Variable for 
Offences/qtr per person … with 

a value of 20 in its Formula

2. Click the Toggle-
chart button

… the mini-chart disappears –
for now, this value is constant



Link objects to enable calculations …

1. Click-hold in the ‘cloud’ 
near the  Offenders-Stock … 

a link-arrow is started

3. ... and drag the arrow-head until 
it sticks to the ‘cloud’ around the 

Actual offences Variable

2. Pull away from the Stock to 
create a link-arrow



Working with link-arrows …

You can click-drag anywhere 
on the arrow to reshape it

Double-click the arrow 
to delete it

The arrow is red to show 
it is not used by the 

target Variable formula



Now calculate the number of offences …

1. Link Offenders/qtr per 
person to Actual offences/qtr

2. Drag this item’s Name 
below its icon

The items available for the 
Formula are in red to show they 
are not yet used

3. Click Actual offences
to open its Inspector

More on working with objects, 
links and Formulae at sdl.re/sygfull

http://sdl.re/sygfull


Now calculate the number of offences …

1. Single-click Offenders to 
add it to the Formula

2. Hit the ‘*’ key to add 
a multiply sign

Red indicates errors

3. Single-click Offences/qtr per person to 
complete the Formula 

(Note: variables can be used more than 
once in a Formula)



Now calculate the number of offences …
The Variable shows the final value for 
both sketched and simulated time-series

This value is higher than 
our estimate for Actual 
offences/qtr

1. Change this value to 17 to get a 
better match for the early values



Principle 1 : Our aim is to change performance over time

Principle 2 : Stocks drive performance at all times

Principle 3 : Stocks are only changed by their own in- and 
out-Flows (rates of gain and loss)



How Offender numbers get changed …

3. Drag the Stock upwards to 
give space on each side

1. Click-drag a rectangle to 
select all items … or hit Ctrl-A

2. Then click-drag any 
item to move them all 

down and right



How Offender numbers get changed …

1. Move the pointer to left of 
the Stock

… and hit ‘F’ to add a ‘Flow’

2. Name the Flow and 
give it a value of 10

3. Click-drag the Flow’s 
arrow head until it 
sticks to the Stock

… the Stock instantly changes 
to grow by 10 per quarter

… and the performance result 
also reflects that growth

How fast do we have to reduce Offenders to explain history and hit our future aims?



How Offender numbers get changed …
1. Move the pointer to right of the 

Stock and hit ‘F’ to add a ‘Flow’, 
named Offenders/qtr stop or caught

3. Click to edit the Flow 

… set the chart Max to 30 

… sketch a time-chart starting with 
10/qtr then higher in later quarters

4. Keep changing the Flow’s sketch 
until the future objective is achieved This is what our policies must achieve to hit our future 

aims – assuming no change in Offending frequency

2. Pull the ‘tail’ of the Flow until it 
sticks to the Stock.



Save the model at this stage
This * by the name shows 

there are unsaved changes 1. Hit ‘N’ to add a Note 
explaining the model)

2. Hit ‘Save’ to save the model 
to the server (it is saved at all 

times in the browser cache)

Optionally .. drag the time-bar to see 
earlier values (dragging to time-0 is a 
great way to find why wrong results arise)

.. and click here to open Play-controls

Get our stage-A model 
at sdl.re/PolicingA

http://sdl.re/PolicingA


Share the model with others … 
This link is to your model in your 
account – it is no use to others

1. Click to open the 
model Settings

2. Choose to share the model so 
others can change and save it 

themselves, or not

4. Right-click and select ‘Copy link-
address’ … then send or post the link

More on how sharing works at sdl.re/sygfull
(Ctrl-F in the YouTube playlist to search ‘sharing’)

3. Click to create a share-ling

http://sdl.re/sygfull


Principle 1 : Our aim is to change performance over time

Principle 2 : Stocks drive performance at all times

Principle 3 : Stocks are only changed by their own in- and out-
Flows (rates of gain and loss)

Principle 4 : All Flow-rates depend on existing Stocks (and/or 
Decisions and External factors)



Adding police who will change the number of Offenders 
and Offences … 

Add a Stock for Officers focused on 
these crimes with value of 300

1. Move all of the model 
down to make space above .. and add an in-flow for Officers 

added/qtr with value of 0 (This will 
be a Decision we can change).

The more police focus on these crimes,  
the more “hot-spots” they cover (peak 
crime locations) – but it is not a linear 
relationship we can calculate!



“Look up” how police numbers cover crime hot-spots … 

1. Hit the ‘U’ key to add a 
“lookup Function” 2. Give the function a name for 

how hot-spot coverage rises with 
policy numbers

3. Set the Min and Max values 
for the number of officers, 

and the Steps between each 
lookup value

4. Sketch how coverage changes 
with rising police numbers (Note 
that the software interpolates 
values between each Step)

Optionally click the table-tab to 
enter numeric values into each 
Step of the Function

This is a very useful feature – people 
can often estimate relationships 
they cannot express as a formula!



“Look up” how police numbers cover crime hot-spots … 

1. Add a Variable for the 
hot-spot coverage

2. Link both the Officers Stock 
and the Lookup function to 

this coverage Variable

3. In the Variable’s formula, click 
and type as usual to create this 
Formula

The Formula says “Use this function 
to look up coverage ( using the 
current value of this Variable ) ”

More on working with lookups and other 
functions at sdl.re/sygfull clips 32-34 (or 
use browser search Ctrl-F to find topics)

http://sdl.re/sygfull


Not all offences are reported … 

1. Add a Variable for the % of offences reported
… set the chart-Max to 25 

… sketch how we hope this will rise from ~5% to 25%

2. Add a Variable to calculate the number 
of reported offences. Formula is …

"Actual offences per quarter" * "% 
offences reported"/100



Work out how many reported offences are caught … 

Formula …

0.5

Add these Variables …

Formula …

"crime detection success fraction" * 
"Coverage of hot-spots" *100

Formula …

"reported offences per quarter“ * "% of 
offences detected“ /100



Work out how many caught offenders give up this crime … 

1. Add this Variable –
Formula is … 0.3

2. Add links and this Formula for 
Offenders/qtr stop or caught …

"reported offences per quarter“ *
"% of offences detected“ /100

The sketch is now ignored and the Formula is 
used instead … so we can see what has to happen 
[a] for our model to match real history and [b] for 

our policies to achieve desired outcomes

BUT … this result depends on more offences being reported

Strictly … we should include “offenders caught per offence” = 1 
to ensure unit-consistency!. So … 

Offenders/qtr stop or caught = 
"offences per quarter caught“
* “offenders caught per offence” 
* "fraction of caught offenders give up“



BUT … this result depends on more offences being reported

1. Add a value of 5 in the 
Formula for this reporting 
rate – over-riding the rising 
sketched values

2. How many officers do you have to 
add to hit your aims? … too many!

So we have to raise the reporting 
rate!

Get our stage-B model 
at sdl.re/PolicingB

http://sdl.re/PolicingB


Add publicity about successful detection to raise the 
reporting rate … 

Formula …

20 … with 100% of offences caught, public 
confidence will rise 20% each quarter

Add these items …

Formula …

0.05 … initial public confidence is low

Formula …

(1-"Public confidence")  * 

"% of actual offences caught" /100 *

"% awareness of detection success"/100

Our success in catching offences ‘closes the gap’, so 
we only add at most 20% of the ‘missing’ confidence 

Formula …

“Public confidence” * 100 … the reporting 
rate matches public confidence



Public confidence ‘drains away’ if we do nothing to make 
them aware of the crimes being caught … 

Formula …

"Public confidence“ * "% confidence 
lost/qtr"/100

Formula … 2 – we lose 2% of public 
confidence each quarter if they know 
nothing about us catching these crimes

Add these items …

This is a common structure … if nothing happens, 
the state-of-mind drains away. E.g. if a brand 
does no advertising, consumer awareness is lost.



How successful must our publicity be, and how many 
officers do we need? 

1. Hit ‘N’ to add a coloured 
Note, highlighting that this 

is a Decision-item

2. In the Inspector for ‘add officers’ Click to 
turn this item into a Decision-control

(This does not change its normal behaviour) Get our stage-C model 
at sdl.re/PolicingC

3-4. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for ‘% 
awareness of detection success’

5. Save the model again

http://sdl.re/PolicingC


How successful must our publicity be, and how many 
officers do we need? 

1. At bottom of screen, click 
to show Game Controls 

2. … then click + to start 
a Comparison Run

… the model goes back to time-0 and gives you 
control over the 2 Decision-items. Then … 

3. Step through the model 1 quarter at 
a time, changing any decision at any 

time (after time-12)

4. Click ‘Remove Comparison’ 
and repeat from step-2



A comparison-run with higher 
publicity success …

red = sketched values
blue = simulated base-case

green = your Comparison result

We add a temporary
increase in Officers

Publicity increases awareness
of detection success



Principle 1 : Our aim is to change performance over time

Principle 2 : Stocks drive performance at all times

Principle 3 : Stocks are only changed by their own in- and out-
Flows (rates of gain and loss)

Principle 4 : All Flow-rates depend on existing Stocks (and/or 
Decisions and External factors) … causing feedback that can 
drive change or hold it back



Critical factors accumulate over long periods … so we see big delays from 
action to results, and consequences continue for many years

There is interdependence in the system … so numerous choices need to be 
right, on multiple issues to improve things

Many feedback mechanisms exist … so changes accelerate (good + bad), 
or improvements stall or back-fire 

Numerous thresholds exist … so good changes do nothing until a 
tipping point is reached – or we get bad surprises!

… and all apply to intangibles … state-of-mind, data, quality

Why do systems cause problems?

System dynamics deals explicitly and quantitatively with all these mechanisms.

Agent-based modelling and discrete-event simulation offer similar contributions, suited to particular classes of problem.



“Causal loop” for self-reinforcing growth

Customers

Customers 
won or lost

R

Reinforcing feedback



“Feedback … causes  … Behaviour” – allegedly!

time

CustomersCustomers

Customers 
won or lost

R

Reinforcing feedback

… unfortunately, this ‘rule’ is not reliable! Other mechanisms 
cause similar behavior, and this loop may not do so.



Reinforcing feedback exploits publicity of detection success

R

 offences caught


 public confidence


 offences reported


 offences caught



“Causal loop” for balancing feedback

Customers

Customers 
lost

B

Constraint



“Feedback … causes  … Behaviour” – allegedly!

… unfortunately, this is not reliable either! Other mechanisms 
cause similar behavior, and this loop may not do so.

time

Customers
Customers

Customers 
lost

B

Balancing feedback

Constraint



Reinforcing feedback exploits publicity of detection success

B

 offences caught


 offenders


 actual offences


 offences caught



The causal-loop diagram of our model – so far …

More mechanisms to add : 
…  police visibility ➔ offending frequency

…  police visibility ➔ new offenders
… incarceration ➔ temporary removal of offenders

… specialist officers ➔ detection success
… supervision of known offenders ➔ offending 
frequency and  giving up

Offenders

Actual 
offences

B Offences 
caught

Public 
confidence

Reported 
offences

R

time

Actual offences

R

B

See the model at 
sdl.re/Policing1 for some 
of these mechanisms

http://sdl.re/Policing1


Mapping all the feedback in a causal-loop diagram 
“CLD” … a smoking-control example

Cavana, R.Y. and Clifford, L.V., 2006. Demonstrating the utility of system dynamics for public policy analysis in 
New Zealand: the case of excise tax policy on tobacco. System Dynamics Review, 22(4), pp.321-348.



“Agile” system dynamics modeling …



A typical process to get to a model1. Problem definition

Identify problem scope and 
boundaries, key variables, 
and reference-mode chart(s) 2. Causal loop diagram

Seek the cause-effect
relationships in the system, 
focusing on feedback loops 3. Stock-flow structure

Identify the stocks and flows
in the feedback system

4. Working model

Seek data, build the software 
model and formulate 
relationships among its elements 5. Validate/test

Ensure the model reflects 
the problem situation and 
behaves correctly 6. Insights and answers

Use the model to seek useful 
findings, explore scenarios and 
test policy options

Qualitative
Consult widely

Whole-system scope
Shared mental model

Variations …

Influence diagrams

Qualitative stock-flow

Modular approach 

other … ?

Problems …

Takes too long

Costs too much (time+money)

Uncertain, late benefits

Only experts can do it



A typical process to get to a model1. Problem definition

Identify problem scope and 
boundaries, key variables, 
and reference-mode chart(s) 2. Causal loop diagram

Seek the cause-effect
relationships in the system, 
focusing on feedback loops 3. Stock-flow structure

Identify the stocks and flows
in the feedback system

4. Working model

Seek data, build the software 
model and formulate 
relationships among its elements 5. Validate/test

Ensure the model reflects 
the problem situation and 
behaves correctly 6. Insights and answers

Use the model to seek useful 
findings, explore scenarios and 
test policy options

Qualitative
Consult widely

Whole-system scope
Shared mental model

Variations …

Influence diagrams

Qualitative stock-flow

Modular approach 

other … ?

Problems …

Takes too long

Costs too much (time+money)

Uncertain, late benefits

Only experts can do it

Very analogous to the “waterfall” process for 
information systems development



1. Explain and improve performance over time

2. Performance depends on stocks – at every point in time

3. Resource-stocks accumulate, driven by flow-rates

4. Decisions, external factors and existing stocks 
drive the flow-rates (causing feedback)

An agile alternative … follow the generic principles of our 
method (its theory)



An agile process to build system dynamics models

1. Problem definition
Identify outcome(s) of concern and 
define with quantified time-charts 

(the reference-mode)

2. Identify stock-drivers
Trace causality back to the main stocks 

driving outcomes + quantify their 
behaviour over time

Trace causality back from each flow, to 
the decisions, exogenous factors and/or 

existing stocks driving that flow
4. Identify interdependence

3. Capture stock-accumulation
Quantify and chart changes over 

time to the flows driving changes 
to each stock

Working models and 
actionable findings

Working models and 
actionable findings

Working models and 
actionable findings
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(each flow-rate becomes a new “dependent 
variable” on which the process is repeated)



An agile process to build system dynamics models

1. Problem definition
Identify outcome(s) of concern and 
define with quantified time-charts 

(the reference-mode)

2. Identify stock-drivers
Trace causality back to the main stocks 

driving outcomes + quantify their 
behaviour over time

Trace causality back from each flow, to 
the decisions, exogenous factors and/or 

existing stocks driving that flow
4. Identify interdependence

3. Capture stock-accumulation
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Working models and 
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(each flow-rate becomes a new “dependent 
variable” on which the process is repeated)

Very analogous to the “agile” process for 
information systems development



It is now easier, faster and more reliable to build dynamic 
models than to tackle the same problem – badly – with 
spreadsheets or econometric methods

… and models are easily understandable …



Links are like cell-references

Each item is like a spreadsheet 
column

… with its name in the top cell 

… and each period values in 
the cells below

Think of this diagram sitting on top of a spreadsheet …

Each item holds a simple Formula …

Actual offences/qtr = Offenders * Offences/qtr per person

… not “A$24 * $B$2” !

… and links make cell-reference 
errors near-impossible

What-causes-what is 
crystal-clear



Youtube.com/strategydynamics

Simple, free course sdl.re/modeling-getting-started/

Full course at sdl.re/courses

User Guide videos sdl.re/sygfull

The modeling discipline sdl.re/agilesd

Other books, software, courses: systemdynamics.org/activities-and-resources/

http://www.youtube.com/strategydynamics
https://strategydynamics.com/modeling-getting-started/
http://sdl.re/courses
http://sdl.re/sygfull
http://sdl.re/agilesd
http://www.systemdynamics.org/activities-and-resources/

